
PHIL 372: Philosophy for Children  CRN 25475
COURSE SYLLABUS

4 credits (upper division)
Location:  117 ED
Time:   Weeks 1-2:  MW 4:00-5:50 p.m. 

 Weeks 3-10: M: 4-4:50 p.m.
       W: 4-5:50 p.m.

 1 hour/week supervised facilitation of philosophical discussions in a 
designated elementary classroom in District 4J public schools.

Instructor:  Paul Bodin    
Email:  pbodin@uoregon.edu  Phone contact:  (541) 686-9270
Office location and hours: By appointment.  M 1:00-2:30  Susan Campbell Hall, Rm. 233

GE:  Jon LaRochelle
Email:  jon@uoregon.edu
GTF office location and hours:  TBA
 

Course Description

In this seminar, students will explore ways to tap into the wonder and curiosity that 
children naturally have about their world, their lives and relationships. This course will teach 
undergraduates to become skillful facilitators of elementary classroom discussions at the 2nd 
through 5th grade level, modeling critical thinking and philosophical inquiry, and focusing on 
ethical and multicultural topics that connect to children’s experiences.  

During the first two weeks of the term, seminar students will practice leading discussions 
with peers, using children’s picture books and curriculum provided by the instructor for sources 
of philosophical prompts. Students will be introduced to pedagogical skills, philosophical 
practices and concepts that support effective philosophical inquiry with children.

Beginning week three, seminar students will meet for one hour each Monday at 4:00 p.m. 
to practice leading discussions, revise written plans and receive peer and instructor feedback.  On 
a Tuesday or Wednesday, students will facilitate a one hour discussion with children (supervised 
by instructor or GTF) in a local second through fifth grade classroom. Following the discussion, 
students will lead children in a post-discussion journal writing session.

During two-hour sessions on Wednesdays, seminar students will meet together to share 
their successes and areas for improvement, and practice new facilitation skills. They will plan the 
following week’s discussion and evaluate facilitating techniques that support philosophical 
inquiry and critical thinking. Short lectures, accompanied by readings from relevant sources, will 
provide the philosophical background necessary for facilitating discussions with children on 
weekly topics. These lectures will cover basic concepts in ethics, political philosophy, 
metaphysics and aesthetics that relate to specific topics for children’s discussions.



Seminar students will prepare weekly posts on a Canvas Discussion Board site as an 
additional resource for reflecting upon the experience of leading elementary classroom 
discussions, and provide feedback to peers in the seminar.  In addition, they will read children’s 
philosophical journals and write personal responses in each one.

Course Texts and Handouts

1.  The Philosophical Child     Lone, Jana Mohr   Rowman & Littlefield, 2012

2.  Instructional handouts and essays.
• Selected excerpts from Philosophy in Education:  Questioning and Dialogue in Schools    

Lone, Jana Mohr and Burroughs, Michael D.   Rowman & Littlefield, 2016
• The core of required readings involving effective pedagogy will be provided in the form 

of handouts, organized on Canvas, that illustrate best teaching practices and facilitation 
strategies with children.  

• In addition, weekly handouts that accompany guest lectures will provide philosophical 
background to weekly topics.

PHIL 372 will meet departmental curriculum requirements in the following ways:

In Philosophy, the course will count toward:
• 40 credit hours of upper division Philosophy courses for majors 
• 16 upper division credits for Philosophy minors, and 
• 12 credit hours of upper division courses needed for an Ethics Minor.

In Education, the course will count toward:
• A course requirement in the Pre-Education major for freshmen and sophomores.  

Pre-Education majors will have the option to take either EDST 231 (Teaching in 
the 21st Century) or Teaching Children Philosophy.  Both will count within the 
larger strand of required Pre-Education courses.

• The Teaching Children Philosophy outreach to an elementary school classroom 
over 8 weeks will count as an option for field experience with children in a 
professional setting. 

Learning Outcomes

1.  Demonstrate an ability to translate conceptual ideas related to ethics, aesthetics, metaphysics, 
political philosophy and gender into facilitating strategies that provide effective discussions in an 
elementary classroom setting.

2.  Reflect upon evolving skills as a facilitator, using pedagogical techniques that are modeled by 
the instructor, fine-tuning when necessary, and participate actively in peer discussions each week.



3.  Complete two sets of written assignments during weeks three through ten of the term:
• Discussion Plans (DP’s for short) posted weekly on Canvas Assignments, expressing 

fundamental questions and conceptual ideas that relate to the topic for each upcoming 
discussion with children.  Discussion Plans will be an opportunity to frame additional 
questions that can be used by the undergraduate or two-student team in facilitating the 
upcoming discussion, to discuss effective ways to open and close the discussion, to bring 
up relevant hypothetical situations, to anticipate and respond to children’s assumptions, 
and to identify specific pedagogical strategies covered in the seminar that will be used by 
the undergraduate facilitator or team.

• Reflections (typically, 500 to 600-words in length) posted on Canvas within 24 hours after 
leading each classroom discussion.  Reflections will be in the form of a self-assessment of 
the facilitator’s role (or the undergraduate team’s role), as well as the level of children’s 
engagement and understanding of the philosophical topic.  It will bring up areas for 
improvement in facilitating strategies to be used in following weeks.

4.  Collaborate with seminar students, a designated elementary classroom teacher and 
participating children on philosophical inquiry skills that promote creativity and risk-taking, 
critical thinking, caring and empathy, and group collaboration during weekly classroom 
discussions.

List of Weekly Philosophical Topics for Children’s Discussions
Week
   3 First classroom discussion on a topic in metaphysics.  Possible topics include identity, 

change, purpose, mind-and-body, cause-and-effect, time, freedom, etc.

   4 Classroom discussion on a topic in epistemology.    Possible topics include:  how we 
know what we know, the difference between believing and knowing, dreams versus 
reality, cause-and-effect, experiencing reality from a different point-of-view or 
perspective, etc.

   5 Second classroom discussion on a topic in metaphysics.  Possible topics include identity, 
change, purpose, mind-and-body, cause-and-effect, time, freedom, etc.

   6 First classroom discussion on a topic in ethics.   
Common topic for week 6:  What is friendship?  What does it mean to be a friend?

   7 Second classroom discussion on a topic in ethics.   Possible topics include moral or 
ethical choices, the nature of happiness, truth and falsehood, fairness, equity and equality, 
property and commons, moral responsibility, basic rights, etc.



   8 Classroom discussion on a topic in aesthetics.  
Common topic for week 8:  What does it mean to experience art?  
[“Art” encompasses painting, drawing, sculpture, architecture, music, dance, drama, the natural world, etc.]

   9 Classroom discussion focusing on race, ethnicity, diversity, inclusion.  
Selected children’s books as discussion prompts include:  The Other Side by Jacqueline 
Woodson; Let’s Talk About Race by Julius Lester; The Name Jar by Yangsook Choi; 
The Araboolies of Liberty Street by Sam Swope; and other curriculum provided by the 
instructor.

   10 Classroom discussion about gender.  
Common topic for week 10:  What does it mean to be a girl or a boy?

Course Schedule and Assignments

NOTE TO SEMINAR STUDENTS: 
This organization of activities, readings and written assignments is a working draft that may 
change from week to week.  Please use the instructor’s regular Canvas announcements for the 
most accurate information regarding assignments.

Week 1 - Monday 1/8  
Introduction to Philosophical Practice 

Introduction to philosophical inquiry with children.
Overview of the course; outreach to schools;  discussion of the course Syllabus.
Preferred times; District 4J online background check.
Paul will lead practice philosophical discussions that model effective facilitating strategies.
Possible topics:

The Frog and the Scorpion - Ethics
Where Are You? -  Metaphysics

Assigned reading:
- The Philosophical Child, chapters 1 and 2 (pages 1-39).  Highlight important areas of the text, 
or write in margin notes.  Be ready to share basic ideas, concepts, and questions raised from 
reading this section.
- Discussions in Metaphysics.  Canvas Module curriculum.  Be prepared to explain in your own 
words what constitutes metaphysics; and choose two activities from this curriculum that you can 
envision facilitating in a children’s discussion.  Be ready on Wednesday to share your two topics 
with peers in class.



Assignment:  
- If you haven’t done so yet, email Paul your first and second preference for leading classroom 
discussions on a Tuesday or Wednesday.  Consult the form from the Syllabus Module, “Preferred 
Times for Discussions”.   Email your 1st and 2nd time blocks to Paul as soon as possible. 
- Fill out the Volunteer Background Check online.   Use Paul’s handout to help you.  
Link:   http://www.4j.lane.edu/hr/volunteers/volunteerbackgroundchecks/

Week 1 - Wednesday 1/10  
Exploring Metaphysics Topics

Discussion of Lone’s chapters 1 and 2 in The Philosophical Child.
Peer sharing of your favorite topics from Discussions in Metaphysics curriculum from Modules.
Paul will lead practice philosophical discussions that model effective facilitating strategies.  
Possible topics:

The Ship of Theseus  - Metaphysics
The Chair; The Meaning of Ant Life - Metaphysics

Introduce Facilitating Strategies (Handout available in Canvas Modules).
Go through student/teacher match-ups.  Fine tune as needed.
How to write a Letter of Introduction to the children and parents in your classroom community.

(Handout available in Canvas Modules).

Assigned reading:
- The Philosophical Child by Lone.  Chapter 3  Death, Reality and Identity:  Thinking About 
Metaphysics (pages 41-57)  Highlight important areas of the text, or write in margin notes.  Be 
ready to share basic ideas, concepts, and questions raised from reading this section.

Assignment:
- Prepare a final draft Letter of Introduction to the teacher and students in your elementary 
classroom community.  You will give a print copy of this letter to your designated teacher on 
Wednesday 1/17.

Week 2 - Monday 1/15.  NO CLASS BECAUSE OF MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY

Week 2 - Wednesday 1/17
Exploring Metaphysics, continued.  Teachers Visit to Our Seminar - Match-ups.

First hour:
Classroom teachers and seminar students meet each other.  They exchange contact information.  
We will go over the Teacher’s Toolkit of weekly discussion topics and facilitating strategies.  
Students will give their teacher the Letter of Introduction.  
Second hour:
Discussion of chapter 3 in The Philosophical Child.  What is metaphysics?  Favorite topics.
How to prepare a Looking Forward essay prior to leading a philosophical discussion.
[If time permits, Paul will lead a discussion:  The Time Machine or The Hiding Box.]



Assigned reading:
- The Philosophical Child by Lone.  Chapter 4  Knowledge and Belief:  Thinking About 
Epistemology  (pages 59-78).  Highlight important areas of the text, or write in margin notes.  Be 
ready to share basic ideas, concepts, and questions raised from reading this section.

Assignment:
- Choose a topic from Discussions in Metaphysics curriculum that you (or your team) plans to 
facilitate for your first philosophical discussion next week with children.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt in metaphysics that you have selected.  
Download it in Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look for the 
instructor’s or GE’s comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a print 
copy to class Monday for sharing and peer feedback.  

Week 3 - Monday 1/22.   
Preparing for Leading the First Children’s Discussion.

NOTE:  Beginning this week, Mondays will be one-hour classes and 
Wednesday will continue as two-hour classes through the rest of the term.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the first elementary classroom 
discussion this week.
Discussion of chapter 4 in The Philosophical Child.  What is epistemology?  Favorite topics.
How to prepare a Looking Back essay to post on Canvas after each classroom discussion.

Assigned reading:
- Discussions in Epistemology.  Canvas Module curriculum.  Be prepared to explain in your own 
words what constitutes epistemology; and choose two activities from this curriculum that you 
can envision facilitating in a children’s discussion.  Be ready on Wednesday to share your two 
topics with peers in class.

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #1 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on metaphysics.
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.



Week 3 - Wednesday 1/24.
Looking Back on Discussion #1.  Exploring Epistemology Topics. 

Small group talks and whole circle reflection of the first children’s discussion--focusing on both 
strengths and areas for improvement in facilitation skills.
Discussion of chapter 4 in The Philosophical Child.  What is epistemology?  Favorite topics.
Paul and GE will lead discussions focusing on epistemology topics.  Possible choices:

The Adventures of Poppy the Bear
Perspectacles
Knowing Stuff

Assignment:
- Choose a topic from Discussions in Epistemology curriculum that you (or your team) plans to 
facilitate for your second philosophical discussion next week with children.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt in epistemology that you have selected.  
Download it in Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look for the 
instructor’s or GE’s comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a print 
copy to class Monday for sharing and peer feedback. 

Week 4 - Monday 1/29
Preparing for Leading the Second Children’s Discussion.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the second elementary classroom 
discussion this week.
Adding new facilitating strategies; reviewing ones already covered in class.

Assigned Reading:
-  The Name Jar, a picture book by Yangsook Choi.   Download from Canvas Module, 
“Children’s Picture Books”.  Read several times for philosophical understanding.

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #2 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on epistemology.
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.



Week 4 - Wednesday 1/31
Looking Back on Discussion 2.   Exploring New Metaphysics Topics.

Small group talks and whole circle reflection of the second children’s discussion--focusing on 
both strengths and areas for improvement in facilitation skills.
Paul and GE will lead discussions focusing on new metaphysics topics.  Possible choices:

The Name Jar
The Time Machine
The Hiding Box

Pedagogical strategies: Communication between members of two-person teams; different 
approaches to choosing an opening discussion question; times to employ pair share talk; 
paraphrasing a student’s claim; strategies for framing closed questions.

Assignment:
- Choose a new topic from Discussions in Metaphysics curriculum that you (or your team) plans 
to facilitate for your third philosophical discussion next week with children.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt in metaphysics that you have selected.  
Download it in Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look for the 
instructor’s or GE’s comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a print 
copy to class Monday for sharing and peer feedback. 

Week 5 - Monday 2/5
Preparing for Leading the Third Children’s Discussion.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the third elementary classroom 
discussion this week.
Adding new facilitating strategies; reviewing ones already covered in class.

Assigned reading:
- The Philosophical Child, Chapter 5.   Morality and How to Live:  Thinking About Ethics.    
(Pages 79-100.)
Highlight important areas of the text, or write in margin notes.  Be ready to share basic ideas, 
concepts, and questions raised from reading this section.

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #3 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on metaphysics.
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.



Week 5 - Wednesday 2/7
Looking Back on Discussion 3.   Exploring Topics in Ethics.

Small group talks and whole circle reflection of the third children’s discussion--focusing on both 
strengths and areas for improvement in facilitation skills.
Discussion of chapter 5 in The Philosophical Child.  What is ethics?  
Philosophical background:  A discussion focusing on consequentialism, moral imperative and 
deontology, and virtue ethics. 

Paul and GE will lead discussions focusing on ethics.  Possible topics:
What is friendship?  What does it mean to be a friend?
Is it always wrong to lie?

Pedagogical strategies:  Review of effective pair share talk; paraphrasing a student’s claim; the 
different uses for closed and open questions.  Exploring strategies for giving children an 
opportunity to write down and prioritize philosophical questions after a prompt is given.

Assignment:
- Choose a topic from Discussions in Ethics curriculum that you (or your team) plans to facilitate 
for your fourth philosophical discussion next week with children.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt in ethics that you have selected.  
Download it in Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look for the 
instructor’s or GE’s comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a print 
copy to class Monday for sharing and peer feedback. 

Week 6 - Monday 2/12
Preparing for Leading the Fourth Children’s Discussion.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the fourth elementary classroom 
discussion this week. Adding new facilitating strategies; reviewing ones already covered in class.

Assignment:
View Lecture 1, “The Moral Side of Murder”:  Harvard University’s Justice with Michael 
Sandel.  Link:  http://justiceharvard.org/themoralsideofmurder/   [One hour viewing time.]

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #4 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on ethics.  
Focus topic:  What is friendship?  Alternate topic:  Is it always wrong to lie?
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.



Week 6 - Wednesday 2/14
Looking Back on Discussion 4.   Exploring New Topics in Ethics.

Small group talks and whole circle reflection of the fourth children’s discussion--focusing on 
both strengths and areas for improvement in facilitation skills.
Philosophical Background:  A discussion about determinism and moral responsibility, change 
and friendship, moral dilemmas, virtue and duty, race, wealth, property.
Discussion of Sandel’s lecture in the Harvard Justice series.
Paul and GE will lead discussions focusing on ethics.  Possible topics:

The Ring of Gyges
Do animals have rights?
Who gets what and why?

Pedagogical strategies: effective ways to transition from a prompt to first questions; identifying 
target questions; using personal experiences to support a claim; posing hypotheticals to 
challenge student assumptions.

Assignment:
- Choose a new ethics topic from Discussions in Ethics curriculum that you (or your team) plans 
to facilitate for your fourth philosophical discussion next week with children.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt in ethics that you have selected.  
Download it in Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look for the 
instructor’s or GE’s comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a print 
copy to class Monday for sharing and peer feedback. 

Week 7 - Monday 2/19
Preparing for Leading the Fifth Children’s Discussion.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the fourth elementary classroom 
discussion this week. Adding new facilitating strategies; reviewing ones already covered in class.

Assigned reading:
The Philosophical Child.  Chapter 6.  Art and Beauty:  Thinking about Aesthetics.  
[Pages101-120]  Highlight important areas of the text, or write in margin notes.  Be ready to 
share basic ideas, concepts, and questions raised from reading this section.

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #5 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on new topics in ethics.  
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.



Week 7 - Wednesday 2/21
Looking Back on Discussion 5.   Exploring Aesthetics.

Paul and GE will lead discussions focusing on aesthetics.  What does it mean to experience art?
Pedagogical strategies: different ways to achieve closure; supporting children’s journal 

reflections; anchoring a child back to the focus question; self-anchoring to children’s 
claims; asking for counter examples; taking the role of imaginary disagreer.

Assignment:
- Choose a topic from Discussions in Aesthetics curriculum that you (or your team) plans to 
facilitate for your sixth philosophical discussion next week with children.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt in aesthetics that you have selected.  
Download it in Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look for the 
instructor’s or GE’s comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a print 
copy to class Monday for sharing and peer feedback.

Week 8 - Monday 2/26
Preparing for Leading the Sixth Children’s Discussion.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the sixth elementary classroom 
discussion this week.
Adding new facilitating strategies; reviewing ones already covered in class.

Assigned reading:  Three children’s picture books (Canvas modules).
- The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson
- Let’s Talk About Race by Julius Lester  
- The Araboolies of Liberty Street by Sam Swope

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #6 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on aesthetics.
Focus topic:  What does it mean to experience art?
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.

Week 8 - Wednesday 2/28
Looking Back on Discussion 6.   Exploring Race, Ethnicity, Diversity, Inclusion.

Small group talks and whole circle reflection of the sixth children’s discussion--focusing on both 
strengths and areas for improvement in facilitation skills.



Paul and GE will lead discussions focusing on issues involving race, ethnicity, diversity and 
inclusion/exclusion, using one or more children’s picture books.  Including:
- The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson
- Let’s Talk About Race by Julius Lester  
- The Araboolies of Liberty Street by Sam Swope
Pedagogical strategies: Using an “If the fact” question; removing re-introduced concepts; 

helping children confront a dichotomy; reviewing closed and open questions.

Assignment:
- Choose a topic from Race, Ethnicity, Diversity curriculum that you (or your team) plans to 
facilitate for your seventh philosophical discussion next week with children.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt in political philosophy that you have 
selected.  Download it in Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look 
for the instructor’s or GE’s comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a 
print copy to class Monday for sharing and peer feedback.

Week 9 - Monday 3/5
Preparing for Leading the Seventh Children’s Discussion.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the sixth elementary classroom 
discussion this week.
Adding new facilitating strategies; reviewing ones already covered in class.

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #7 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on race, ethnicity, diversity.
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.

Week 9 - Wednesday 3/7
Looking Back on Discussion 7.   Exploring Topics in Gender.

Small group talks and whole circle reflection of the seventh children’s discussion--focusing on 
both strengths and areas for improvement in facilitation skills.
Paul and GE will facilitate discussions related to issues of gender and societal expectations of 
gender.  Focus topic:  What does it mean to be a girl or a boy?
Pedagogical strategies: Supporting peer-to-peer interactions; opening up reflective moments 

during discussion; creating a “string” of pair share talk times; anticipating group 
agreement with hypothetical challenges; review of student anchoring and self-anchoring.



Assignment:
-  Read through the Discussions About Gender curriculum (Canvas Modules).  Choose the 
philosophical questions related to gender that you (or your team) plans to facilitate for your 
seventh philosophical discussion next week.
- Prepare a Discussion Plan using the topic and prompt focused on gender roles.  Download it in 
Canvas assignments as a doc or docx file by Friday 10:00p.m.  Look for the instructor’s or GE’s 
comments by Sunday evening.  Make revisions as needed.  Bring a print copy to class Monday 
for sharing and peer feedback.

Week 10 - Monday 3/12
Preparing for Leading the Final Children’s Discussion.

Small group practice discussions and work time preparing for the sixth elementary classroom 
discussion this week.
Adding new facilitating strategies; reviewing ones already covered in class.

Tuesday or Wednesday:  
Facilitate Discussion #8 in your elementary classroom.  Focus on gender.
Focus topic:  What does it mean to be a girl or a boy?
- Collect children’s journals.  Read and write personal responses to children’s journal entries.  
- Bring journals back to your elementary classroom the following week.
- Within 24 hours of leading your discussion, post a Reflection in the Canvas Discussion strand 
for this week.  Read reflections of two other students in class and post responses to them.  By 
Wednesday, look for posts from the instructor, GE or seminar students who respond to your 
reflection post.

Week 10 - Wednesday 3/14
Looking Back on Discussion 7.  Reflecting on Experiences in Philosophical Inquiry

Group sharing of strengths and areas for improvement related to the week’s discussions.
Seminar students evaluate their participation during the term.
Group evaluation of the course:  strengths, weakness and areas for improvement.

Estimated Student Workload:

IN-CLASS PARTICIPATION
• (8 hours) Four hours per week of in-class participation during weeks 1 and 2.
Students learn new skills leading philosophical inquiry discussions introducing ethical and 
multicultural topics from a selection of children’s books, discuss philosophical inquiry theory 
and explore new pedagogical skills. Students will meet their designated classroom teacher 



and plan out the logistics of travel to and from campus to the elementary school.
• (24 hours) Three hours per week of in-class participation during weeks 3 through 10.
Students meet Mondays from 4:00-4:50 p.m. to practice facilitation strategies and revise 
discussion plans for the coming week’s philosophical inquiry in classrooms. They meet 
Wednesdays from 4:00-5:50 p.m. to review and critique their the past week’s classroom 
discussions, participate in lecture and discussion of philosophical ideas related to upcoming 
topics, practice pedagogical skills, and plan for the following week’s session.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM SUPERVISED DISCUSSION FACILITATION
• (10 hours) One hour and 15 minutes per week during weeks 3 through 10.

Students facilitate one-hour weekly elementary classroom discussions in their designated 
school with supervision and support from the instructor or GTF, followed by 15 minutes of 
facilitated journaling by the children.

READINGS, WRITTEN WORK, POSTED REFLECTIONS, FINAL ASSIGNMENT
• (38 hours) Four hours per week over the term: The reading of assigned handouts and 
selected chapters from the text.  In addition, during weeks three to ten:  the reading of 
children’s journals collected from the classroom following philosophical discussions.
• (20 hours) Two hours per week: The preparation Discussion Plans posted on Canvas, 
expressing fundamental questions and conceptual ideas that relate to the topic for each 
upcoming discussion with children. 
• (12 hours) One and a half hours per week during weeks 3-10: The preparation of final 
draft written reflections posted on Canvas, along with two or more responses to peer 
reflections.
• (8 hours) One hour per week during weeks 3-10: The writing of personal responses in 
children’s journals. 

This totals 120 hours over the course of the term as appropriate for a 4-credit course (42 
contact hours and 78 hours of reading and writing assignments).

How Grades Will be Determined:

There are four ways that students in this seminar will apply their emerging skills as facilitators of 
philosophical inquiry to the dynamics of elementary school classroom learning communities.  
Each strand will be evaluated by the instructor based on the level of quality, thoughtfulness, 
creativity and completeness.

1.  Preparing weekly essays prior to leading classroom discussions:   20% of the grade.
• Weekly Discussion Plans downloaded in Canvas Assignments, expressing fundamental 

questions and conceptual ideas that relate to the topic for each upcoming discussion with 
children.  Discussion Plans will be an opportunity to frame additional questions that can 



be used by the undergraduate in facilitating the upcoming discussion, to discuss effective 
ways to open and close the discussion, to bring up relevant hypothetical situations, to 
anticipate and respond to children’s assumptions, and to identify specific pedagogical 
strategies covered in the seminar that will be used by the undergraduate facilitator or team.

• Participate in university seminar discussions about philosophical concepts and questions.  
Reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of different facilitating strategies covered in class.

2.  Facilitating eight circle discussions in a 3rd, 4th or 5th grade classroom.   40% of the 
grade.

• Lead eight topic-centered children’s discussions with supervision and active support from       
the classroom teacher, and under supervision of the course instructor or GTF.  The 
instructor and GTF will observe and assess the university student’s skills and effectiveness 
at leading the discussions about philosophical concepts and questions.

• Transition the children to reflective journal writing after each discussion; again under the 
supervision of the course instructor or GTF.

3.  Reading children’s journals and writing thoughtful responses.   20% of the grade.
• University students will collect journals from half of the classroom of children each week 

to take home and read.  They will respond to each student with personal comments related 
to the philosophical topics raised; and choose two or three journals each week to write 
longer, more comprehensive responses.  

• Undergraduates will also revise a Letter of Introduction to the children and their families, 
to be distributed by each classroom teacher prior to the first circle discussion. 

4.  Writing weekly reflections posted on Canvas.    20% of the grade.
• Eight weekly 500 to 600-word reflections posted on Canvas within 24 hours of leading 

each classroom discussion.  Reflections will be in the form of a self-assessment of the 
facilitator’s role (or the undergraduate team’s role), as well as the level of children’s 
engagement and understanding of the philosophical topic.  It will bring up areas for 
improvement in facilitating strategies to be used in following weeks.

Grading Rubric:

A Student demonstrates thoughtful and creative ways to prepare for and lead classroom 
discussions with children in all eight philosophical topics, prepares thoughtful and 
original discussion plans, posts insightful reflections, and effectively collaborates 
with peers and classroom teacher.

B Student demonstrates a good level of preparation and facilitation for most of the eight 
philosophical topics, prepares good discussion plans, posts complete complete reflections, 
and collaborates with peers and classroom teacher.



C Student shows an adequate level of preparation and facilitation for a majority of 
classroom discussions, prepares passing-quality discussion plans, posts adequate 
reflections, and is willing to collaborate with peers and classroom teacher.

D or F Student shows lack of preparation and understanding for how to lead philosophical 
classroom discussions with children, submits inferior discussion plans, posts substandard 
reflections, and/or shows an unwillingness to collaborate with peers and classroom 
teacher.  Or student misses more than two classes during the term; or has a significant 
amount of missing assignments.

NOTE:  Students who have missed major components of the course assignments will have an 
opportunity to make up work or revise substandard assignments, based on the instructor’s 
suggestions and negotiated due dates.

Attendance and Absence Guidelines:

[Note: The following three sections contain important information concerning seminar students’ responsibilities in a 
public school outreach.  Please read through carefully.]

Most of the activities each week are driven by class discussions and presentations that 
cannot be duplicated by reading over another student’s notes.   It is imperative that you make a 
commitment to attend every class.  Excused absences will be made for sickness or family 
emergency.  Other school or social functions that conflict with attendance in this class will not 
count as excused.  

More than one unexcused absence during the term will result in a failing letter grade.
Students are expected to let the instructor know in advance of class that they will be 

unable to attend.  A simple email or phone message is sufficient.  Because some students are 
working together in teams, students anticipating an absence must contact the team member and 
classroom teacher as soon as possible.

Regarding sickness, winter term is high flu and cold season, especially for students 
spending time in elementary school classrooms.  Periods of increased work load create additional 
stresses.  Therefore students need to take care of themselves.  In this regard, please do not come 
to class sick.

Absences from Elementary Classroom Discussions:

During weeks three through ten of the term, students need to let both the course instructor 
and the participating classroom teacher know of an absence in advance of the scheduled 
discussion day; preferably a 24 hours notice of an absence rather than on the day of class.  Notice 
of an absence should happen in two ways:  



• through an email sent to the classroom teacher and the course instructor 
• in a phone message sent to the classroom teacher (who might not be checking emails on 

that day.)  

In addition, a student who knows he or she will be absent from a classroom discussion 
has a responsibility to send that week’s topic and discussion curriculum by email as a text or 
PDF file to the classroom teacher in order for that day’s lesson to move forward.  The discussion 
can still go on in the absence of the student facilitator in three ways:

• by asking the classroom teacher to lead the discussion
• by making arrangements for another student in class to lead the discussion
• by making arrangements for the course instructor or GE to lead the discussion

In addition, a student missing a discussion needs to make arrangements with the classroom 
teacher, or another student in class, to retrieve children’s journals for that week.

Representing the University as a Guest in the Public Schools:

When visiting public schools, university students will treat all members of the school 
community with a high degree of respect and professionalism.   This includes:

• Outward appearance and demeanor.   Your choice of clothes should be appropriate 
for an elementary school.

• Appropriate language used during elementary classroom discussions.
• Professional verbal and written communications made to members of the school 

community.
• Regular communication and collaboration with the classroom teacher. 
• Appropriate written responses made in children’s journals.

As a representative of the University of Oregon and, in particular, the Philosophy and Education 
Foundations programs, students in this course have a responsibility to set a high standard in their 
interactions with children and teachers.

Expected University Classroom Behavior:

Laptops, iPads Smart phones and other computer devices may only be used during class 
activities for academic work, note taking and sharing.  Students are asked to put away or turn off 
their computers at all other times. In most cases, the instructor will ask for printed copies of 
handouts, discussion templates and written assignments (except for weekly reflections, which 
will be emailed to the instructor).



Diversity:

Please read the Diversity section below.  The attributes listed under Diversity apply to basic 
principles of classroom behavior during the term.   In addition, all students are subject to the 
regulations stipulated in the UO Student Conduct Code, which can be accessed at:  http://
www.uoregon.edu/~conduct/
It is the policy of the University of Oregon to support and value diversity. To do so requires that 
we: 

•   respect the dignity and essential worth of all individuals. 
•   promote a culture of respect throughout the University community. 
•   respect the privacy, property, and freedom of others. 
•   reject bigotry, discrimination, violence, or intimidation of any kind. 
•   practice personal and academic integrity and expect it from others. 
•   promote the diversity of opinions, ideas and backgrounds which is the lifeblood of the 
university. 

Documented Disability:

Appropriate accommodations will be provided for students with documented disabilities.  If you 
have a documented disability and require accommodation, arrange to meet with the course 
instructor within the first two weeks of the term.  The documentation of your disability must 
come in writing from the Accessible Education Center in the Office of Academic Advising and 
Student Services.  Disabilities may include (but are not limited to) neurological impairment, 
orthopedic impairment, traumatic brain injury, visual impairment, chronic medical conditions, 
emotional/psychological disabilities, hearing impairment, and learning disabilities. For more 
information on Accessible Education Center, please see 
http://aec.uoregon.edu 

Mandatory Reporting:

The UO is committed to providing an environment free of all forms of discrimination and sexual 
harassment, including sexual assault, domestic and dating violence and gender-based stalking. If 
you (or someone you know) has experienced or experiences gender-based violence (intimate 
partner violence, attempted or completed sexual assault, harassment, coercion, stalking, etc.), 
know that you are not alone. UO has staff members trained to support survivors in navigating 
campus life, accessing health and counseling services, providing academic and housing 
accommodations, helping with legal protective orders, and more.

Please be aware that all UO employees are required reporters. This means that if you tell me 
about a situation, I may have to report the information to my supervisor or the Office of 
Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity. Although I have to report the situation, you will still 
have options about how your case will be handled, including whether or not you wish to pursue a 



formal complaint. Our goal is to make sure you are aware of the range of options available to 
you and have access to the resources you need.  If you wish to speak to someone confidentially, 
you can call 541-346-SAFE, UO’s 24- hour hotline, to be connected to a confidential counselor 
to discuss your options. You can also visit the SAFE website at safe.uoregon.edu.

In Case of Inclement Weather:

In the event the University operates on a curtailed schedule or closes, UO media relations will 
notify the Eugene-Springfield area radio and television stations as quickly as possible. In 
addition, a notice regarding the university’s schedule will be posted on the UO main home page 
(in the “News” section) at http://www.uoregon.edu. 

If an individual class must be canceled due to inclement weather, illness, or other reason, a notice 
will be posted on Canvas or via email. During periods of inclement weather, please check 
Canvas and your email rather than contact department personnel. Due to unsafe travel 
conditions, departmental staff may be limited and unable to handle the volume of calls from you 
and others. 

Course Incomplete Policy:

Students are expected to be familiar with university policy regarding grades of “incomplete” and 
the time line for completion. For details on the policy and procedures regarding incompletes, 
consult the UO Catalog or http://registrar.uoregon.edu/incomplete_policy 


